2015 FRIDAY NIGHT COUPLES LEAGUE
RULES AND REGULATIONS
1. Corporate members and non-members are eligible to play or substitute. Previous year's
members are given first choice to return.
2. The League Secretaries host the first night. Two couples will sign up to host the other
scheduled nights and will plan the meal, game, and distribute the prize money.
3. The fee of $100.00 per couple covers the weekly prizes and the Final Fling. The fee should be
mailed to the Keskines or paid on the first night. $90.00 will be the weekly prize money
awarded.
4. Couples are credited at $2.00 per week if at least one of them is present to play even if we
are canceled. Money is refunded at the Final Fling.
5. Handicaps are as follows:
MEN 9 HOLES = 16

WOMEN 9 HOLES = 18

Odd numbers are rounded up after they are divided by two (example: a 19 handicap gets a
10). If someone does not have an established handicap, the above handicaps will be used.
This will also be the maximum for anyone who has a larger handicap.

6. Subs will pay $2.00 per single or $3.00 per couple to qualify for the weekly prize money.
Subs may not receive prize money at the Final Fling.
7. If any Friday is canceled due to weather, it will not be made up. As it is unlikely that dinner
can be canceled, members scheduled to play are to come for dinner, as the number of meals
ordered have been guaranteed. The weeks Host Couple determine if the game will be played
or canceled. If play is canceled on a Friday, the Secretaries will attempt to work with the
caterer to move dinner to an earlier time. The Host Couple will notify players as to when
dinner will be served or players may contact the Clubhouse.
8. If you know you are not going to play on any given Friday, please call Walt or Mary Keskine
at 989-786-4517, as early as possible.You may secure your own sub, based on rule #1 or,
the Secretaries will make every attempt to secure a sub for you. If you secure your own sub,
please notify the Secretaries whom the individuals will be, their handicaps if any, and
whether or not they will attend dinner. Please notify subs of Rule #7 in the event of a
rainout. Caterers prefer a firm count before noon on Wednesdays.
9. The Final Fling will be held on the Sunday before Labor Day Weekend. It is an 18 hole event.
Dinner will be served after completion of play.
10. If a blind score has to be used in an event no prize money will be given to the person used as
the blind, The prize will be divided into 4 shares and the blind's share will go back into the
pot to be used at the Final Fling.
11. The Host/Hostess will select the menu from a list provided at the time of sign up.

